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INTRODUCTION 
In the present work we study perturbations of vector fields X0 which possess 
whole manifolds of periodic orbits. Our results generalize the methods of Moser 
[8] to manifolds, originally applied to the problem of normal mode solutions 
near an equilibrium. The case of Hamiltonian vector fields is of particular 
interest, and here we follow Weinstein [12, 131 in estimating the number of 
periodic orbits persisting under perturbation by critical point theory. 
1. THE GENERAL CASE 
For X0 a vector field on a manifold &I, we assume that there exists a compact 
submanifold .Z C M which is invariant under the flow vst on M induced by X,, , 
and restricted to which the flow is periodic; we shall assume that all orbits on 
Z are of period 1. We shall assume further that Z is nondegenerate in that the 
linearized PoincarC mapping drpO l: T,M --+ T,M, z E L’, has 1 as an eigenvalue 
of algebraic multiplicity dim(Z). If E is the vector bundle obtained by restricting 
TM to L’, then the nondegeneracy assumption allows a splitting of E into TZ 
and a complementary normal bundle N so that the splitting E = TL’ @ N 
is invariant under the Q-action on E induced by the flow. Indeed, the definition 
of nondegeneracy guarantees, for each a E Z, a subspace N, C T,M which is 
invariant under dvol and on which (dqo l - 1) is invertible; the spaces form a 
smooth subbundle NC E and one easily checks, using the commutivity of the 
S-action, that N is invariant under the full s-action. A section U: .Z -+ E 
will be written when necessary in the form U = U, + U, for unique sections 
U, and U, of TZ and N. 
Since Z is compact, there is no difficulty in constructing a Ck-norm on sections 
of E, which we write I] * jllc . Choosing a smooth metric on M, we will use the 
exponential mapping to parametrize embeddings of Zz if U: Z -+ E is a section 
with 11 U Ilk sufficiently small, then U(Z) = exp U(z): Z -+ M is a Clc embedding 
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near the inclusion i: .Z -+ M. Using this we introduce a technical device: for 
u(z) = exp U(x) we define a linear “transport operator” P(u): T,M -+ T,(,)M 
defined, for V E T,M, by 
p(u> V = $ IhzO exp(U + hv). 
THEOREM 1. Let X0 be a C3 sector field on M with a compact nondegenerate 
periodic manifold .Z of period 1, generating a $0~ ~2 on M. Suppose that X, 
is a C2 vector field with /I X, - X,, iI2 < E in some neighborhood of 2Y.l Then for 
E suflciently small there exist C1 sections U, V of E and T.Z so that for u = exp U: 
22 + M the embedding induced by U: 
(i) P(u) V = duX, - XI(u), 
(ii) [V, X0] = 0 
and U, V, both near 0, are unique if we impose the normalization 
(iii) lo1 dq$ Uz(g)t(z)) dt = 0 for all z E 2. 
Proof. For X,, = XI, the solutions of the nonlinear system (i)-(iii) are 
U = 0, V = 0; linearizing these equations at this solution yields 
(i)’ [X0 , Ul = G + V, 
(ii)’ [X0 , V] = 0, 
(iii)’ Jsl dv;tU&+,t(4) dt = 0, 
where G is known and we seek solutions U, V of this linear system; we then 
use an iteration procedure based on these solutions to solve the nonlinear system. 
To solve this, we restrict to an orbit y,,Q) on Z and write U(t) for U(y,,@)): 
Eq. (i)’ is then simply the variational equation for this orbit with inhomogeneous 
term G(t) + V(t). The general solution is given by the usual variation of con- 
stants formula 
The invariance of V under the action do)o+, as required by (ii)‘, may be restated 
as dyot V(0) = V(t); in particular the nondegeneracy of 2 implies that V E TZ, 
since dq+,l V(0) = V(0). Therefore, after applying the invariant splitting 
l We here extend our norms on E to vectorlfields in a neighborhood of 8. 
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E = TZ @ N to the last equation and imposing the periodic boundary con- 
dition U(0) = U(l), we have 
U,(O) = (I - dpol)-l dcpol j-’ dp;“G&) ds, (14 0 
v(o) = - s’ dyi’G&) ds. 
0 
Here (I- d$) is inverted as a map N + N, which can be done by the non- 
degeneracy hypothesis on Z. Identifying U(0) with U(z) we see that (la) defines 
UN uniquely as a Ca section of N, assuming G is 0, since X0 is Ca. Similarly, 
(lb) defines V as a C2 section of TZ, which is uniquely determined so that a 
periodic solution for Uz(t) exists. Indeed, introducing the kernel K(t) = 
(4 - t) dp)ot, 0 < t < 1, K(t + 1) = K(t), we have that 
U=(t) = 6 K(t - s) G&) ds. 
The constant + in the kernel is chosen so that the normalization (iii)’ holds, 
making the solution above unique. Thus 
U,(O) = L1 K(-s) G=(s) ds (2) 
defines U, as a C2 section of TZ 
Taken together, Eqs. (l), (2) define solutions of the linear equations (i)‘-(iii)’ 
in terms of integral operators. To solve the nonlinear system (i)-(iii) of the 
theorem, we take UO = V’ = 0 and use these solutions to define iteratively 
[X0 , U”+l] = G( Uk) + Vk+l, 
[X0, L-+1-J = 0, 
together with the normalization (iii)’ on Uk+l. Here 
G(U) = [X0, U] - P”(u)(du X0 - X,(u)). (3) 
Since the iterates are solved for in terms of integral operators (I), (2) applied 
to G, to get convergence it suffices to establish the estimates 
II GWII, d a II u II; + b II X, - Xo l/l > I = 0, 1, 2, (44 
II ‘WI) - G(Uo)IIo G C II VI - Uo Ilo ; c < 1, W) 
which are to hold in a suitable C2-neigborhood of 0. One then has Co convergence 
together with a uniform bound on the P-norm of the iterates, giving a Cl 
solution to the nonlinear problem and completing the proof of Theorem 1. 
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To verify the estimates, we choose coordinates zr ,..., x,, so that in components 
x0 = (21 --a x,) and U = (or *.* u,); forming the matrices Xs, = (ax,/&,), 
U, = (au,/&,) we can write the Lie bracket in local coordinates [X,, , v] = 
U,X, - X,,,U. Similarly, if we write F(z, W) for the exponential mapping 
exp,W, we have that U(Z) = F(z, U(Z)) and write the Jacobian du = F, + 
F,U, = F, + P(u) U, , using the definition of P(U). Returning with this notation 
to expression (3) we see that 
G(U) = (U,X, - X&J) - P-l(u)(F,X, - P(u) lJ,X, - X,(u)) 
= P-+)(X,(u) - FzXo) - X,,,U. 
The main point here is that the terms involving U, cancel, allowing the last 
expression to be estimated in the Co norm in terms of 11 U Ilo. Indeed, if we now 
introduce 
K(U) = P”(u)(Xo(u) - F$(z, U) X0) - X,,U 
we have 
G(u) = K(u) + V’-‘(~(&(U) - XoWN. 
The second term of this expression is of order E together with its first and second 
derivatives, while K(U), as we now show, vanishes quadratically in U at U = 0; 
estimates (4) follow immediately. K(0) = 0 since P(id) = I and F&, 0) = I; 
using that F&x, 0) = 0 we see that the linear term in the expansion F,(z, U) = 
I + F,,U + O(]l U 11”) is zero. Thus 
Ku(O) = X0, - F&x, 0) X0 - X0, = 0 
and K(U) vanishes quadratically at U = 0. 4 
We remark that our differentiability assumptions are by no means sharp, 
and in fact Cl solutions may be obtained with a similar setup assuming only 
smallness of )I X0 - Xi \I1 (see [S]). The operator P(u) plays an important role 
in that loss of derivatives are avoided in the iteration. This would not be the case 
if one made the seemingly more natural choice of using du in place of P(u), 
and in fact other arguments suggest that the theorem would in this case be false. 
The point of Theorem 1 is the following: if V(l) = 0 then by (ii), V = 0 
along the whole orbit F,“(C) through 5, and by (i), this implies that u(vot([)) is 
a periodic orbit of Xi . Thus the search for periodic orbits of Xi “bifurcating 
off)’ the manifoid 2Z is reduced to finding zeros of I’. If we now assume that X0 
generates a,free S-action on 2 then the invariant vector field V induces a well- 
defined vector field P on the quotient manifold .ZjS. If, for instance, we assume 
that the Euler characteristic of Z/S1 is nonzero, P must vanish at some point 
and so V must vanish modulo X,, along the corresponding orbit. We now show 
505/371r-2 
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that by varying periods we may achieve that V be linearly independent of X 
and so in the above circumstance must actually vanish along the orbit in questior 
Indeed if we replace X1 with Xx, for 1 h - 1 1 small, Theorem 1 provide 
sections U(z, X), V(z, X) depending smoothly on A; we then have: 
LEMMA A. For U(z, A), V(z, A) as above, there exists a g+,t-itzvariant functio 
A = A(z) on Z such that, for ( , ) a ~0t-i7zvariant metric on Z, 
(V(2, X(x)), X,(s)) = 0 for a21 x E Z. 
Proof. For such a metric the function (V(z, X), X,(z)) is vi-invariant. 11 
the unperturbed case where X,, = Xi , one verifies that U(.z, /\) = 0, V(z, A) = 
(1 - h) X0 are the unique vector fields satisfying Theorem 1. I., and so in thi 
case 
$ IAs (V, X0) = - II x0 II2 # 0 
while (V, X0) = 0 for X = 1. Thus since 11 X,, - Xi II1 is small, the implici 
function theorem yields X = h(z) so that for V = V(z, X(z)), (V, X0) = 0, am 
by uniqueness h(z) is also ~Ot-invariant. 1 
By remarks preceding Lemma A, we have 
COROLLARY. Let V = V(z, X(z)) be as above, and suppose that qot dejine. 
a free S-action on .Z and the Euler characteristk of the quotient manifold 27/S, 
is twmero. Then V(a) = 0 f or some z E C and so X, has a periodic orbit near 2 
of period l/X(z). 
The above corollary has been proved by Fuller [3] using his method of the 
“index” of a periodic orbit. If, for instance, one considers the flow on R4 given by 
which restricts to the unit sphere S3 and has all orbits of period 2n, the above 
corollary implies the existence of at least one periodic orbit for any Cs flow near 
QD,,~ on s3. This is since, for the free s-action above, S3/S1 = CP’, which has 
Euler characteristic 2. In this connection it is interesting to note that the Seifert 
Conjecture, that any nonvanishing vector field on s9 has at least one periodic 
orbit, has in the Cl case a counterexample due to Schweitzer [lo]. The flow 
in this counterexample is not even e0 near the above flow, and thus represents 
an obstruction to extending Theorem 1 to the case of large perturbations, at 
least for Cl vector fields. 
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2. THE HAMILTONIAN CASE 
The number of periodic orbits bifurcating can be estimated in a somewhat 
different manner if the vector field X,, and its perturbation X1 are Hamiltonian. 
Recall that a nondegenerate closed 2-term w induces a symplectic structure 
on a manifold, relative to which for any function 23, we have the associated 
Hamiltonian vector field X0 , uniquely determined by the relation2 
As an immediate consequence of the definition we have that “energy surfaces” 
H;l(E) are invariant manifolds of X,, ; we will assume that L’ C H;l(h’) is a com- 
pact nondegenerate periodic manifold of the flow restricted to this energy sur- 
face. X1 will be a Hamiltonian vector field with Hamiltonian function HI 
so that 11 X0 - X1 11s i small in a neighborhood of .Z. In order to apply Theorem 1 
we take a diffeomorphism /I: H;l(E) + H;-l(E) so that the pull-back /I*X, = 
d/?“X,(/3) is a vector field on H;‘(E) near X0 ; we then solve 
(i) duX,, - +3*X1(u) = P(u) V, 
(ii) [V, X0] = 0 
as in the last section, together with the normalization (iii). Here u: Z -+ H;$!C) 
is an embedding and V is an invariant vector field on Z orthogonal to X0. 
Thus ~~(5) = /3 0 u 0 vs”([) is an orbit of Xi on H;‘(E) if V(l) = 0, and we now 
study the “action” of these candidate orbits. 
For the moment let us assume that the symplectic form w is exact, so w = da 
for some l-form LY. Then the principle of least action states that trajectories of 
Xi are critical for the functional 
among all curves y = [0, l] -+ H;‘(E). The action functional restricted to 
our candidate curves ~~(5) defines an invariant function on Z: 
We claim that critical orbits of S on the finite-dimensional manifold .Z are in 
fact critical for the action functional, i.e., give trajectories of Xi on H;‘(E). 
2 The 1 -form on the left is defined by X0 -J w(W) = w(X, , w>. 
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Using the identity L,p = d(X _I CL) + X _I dp for the Lie derivative of 
differential form ,LL, we see that 
dS = - k1 r%t _I ~1, 0 
the term involving L+, having vanished by integrating around the closed CUN 
yt . We claim that the expression on the right defines an exact l-form even whe 
w is not exact and the l-form (Y in (5) is not defined. To see that it is closed we on1 
notice that the expression 
has a vanishing right-hand side. That (6) actually defines an exact l-form wa 
pointed out by Weinstein [15]. If we perform the perturbation of X,, into B 
homotopically, the corresponding l-forms (6) on ,Z vanish for X,, = X, 
thus the closed l-form (6) is homotopic to zero and so is exact. Thus the functio: 
S is more properly defined by (6) without reference to the l-form ~1, and th 
“exactness” hypothesis of [l, 12, 131 can be eliminated. 
Substituting +t = d/3 du X0 = d/3 P(u) V + xX,@ 0 u) into (6) we can us 
that Xi J w = 0 on H;‘(E) to get 
dS = - 
I 
’ y,*w(d/3 P(u) dq$V(t), *) 4t. 
0 
Now the splitting T,?Y @ N is “orthogonal” with respect to the symplecti 
form w restricted to H-l(E), as one easily checks. TZ contains the vector fielc 
X0 which is the nullspace of this form and so w induces a nondegenerate 2-forn 
on N and TZ/.X, N T(Z/Sl). Therefore if Xsl is the orthogonal complemen 
of X,, in T2 relative an invariant metric on Z, for any invariant function 1 
there exists a unique vector field W, E X,l with W, _I w = dF on Z. In parti 
cular, from (7) 
W,(C) .J w = s o1 y,*w(dP W4 4,tWh .> & 
where W, is the vector field corresponding to the invariant function S. Since 
by Lemma A, V was chosen in X,,l, this last expression can be considered as : 
linear mapping Q of X,l to itself, with Q: V - W, . But for l = 0, i.e., fo 
X0 = Xi , then Q = I, and we conclude that for small E, Q is nonsingular 
thus W,(c) = 0 implies that V(t) = 0 and so 5’ vanishes along critical orbit 
of S. We have thus proved 
LEMMA B. For E sz@cientZy small, if S is critical along vat(l) C Z thtz 
p o u o q~,t([) is a periodic orbit of XI of period l/h(& 
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We therefore have that every sufficiently small Hamiltonian perturbation 
of X,, has at least two periodic orbits on H;-I(E) near Z C &l(E), corresponding 
to the maximum and minimum of S. In the case that vat defines a free S-action 
on Z, so that Z/S is a manifold, we have the estimate 
#{critical orbits of S} 3 Cat(Z/.S), 
where “Cat” is the Liusternik-Schnirelman category (see [4]). Now Z/S has 
a symplectic form i;, induced by w for which Gr # 0, Y = *(dim Z - 1). 
Using the extimate Cat (Z/Sl) 3 Cuplength (Z/P) + 1 we have that 
#{critical points of S} >, +(dim 2 + 1). 
Weinstein [13] has shown that this estimate is valid even when the S-action 
is not free. His method, using the notion of a “V-manifold,” amounts to per- 
forming the constructions of Lusternik-Schnirelman theory equivariantly. 
THEOREM 2 (Weinstein). 2 C H;‘(E) a compact nondegenerate periodic 
manifold, and X, a Hamiltonian vector field so that the function S on Z of Lemma B 
exists. Then X, has at least Q(dim Z + 1) periodic orbits on Hi’(E) near Z. 
3. STABILITY 
In this section we write X, for X, , a Hamiltonian perturbation of X,, 
depending smoothly on E. 
We show that the orbits of X, on H;l(E) corresponding to nondegenerate 
extrema of S are linearly stable. We shall assume that Z = H;l(E), so that 
2 is the whole (compact) energy surface. Expanding S into S = &’ + O(E) we 
suppose that S’ has a nondegenerate extremum, for definiteness a minimum, 
along an orbit got. For small E, S has a nondegenerate minimum along a 
family v~([(E)), with ((E) -+ &, as E + 0. 
We take a transversal section 9, through &, in .?Y and choose on it canonical 
coordinates (xk , y& k = l,..., 4 dim(Z - 1) so that w ID0 = Z dx, A dyk 
and to corresponds to 0. Then S’ has a critical point at 0 and its Hessian Q’ 
is positive definite there. If h = /3 0 u: 2’ --f H;l(E) is the mapping of the last 
section, and h(Q,) = Q, , then (h*w - w) ID0 is small of order E. It is then not 
hard to show that h: Sz, --+ Sz, can be P-approximated to order 6 by a symplectic 
mapping g with g(&) = h([(c)). If Pr : G’, + fir is the period map of X1, 
the orbit through h([(s)) is stable if the eigenvalues of the symplectic linear 
mapping A = d( g-‘Pl g)r, are of unit modulus. In our canonical coordinates, 
with Q(e) a symmetric matrix and Q(0) = 0. 
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LEMMA B. iQ(e) = EQ’ + O(E), where Q’ is the Hessiun of s’ at 0; inparticular, 
Q(e) is positive dejinite for small E so A = eJQt6) is linearly stable for small E. 
Proof. Rewriting (i) of the last section, we-have X0 - Ah*& = du-lP(u) V, 
Since du = P(u) = I for E = 0 we can expand V = EV’ + O(E) to get 
x, - Ah*x, = EV’ + O(6). (81 
Being invariant, V’ induces a well-defined flow 4‘” on Q,, . The invariance of 
v’ also implies that the period map Q,, + s2, obtained by integrating X0 - EV 
once around is simply I-‘. This flow is in fact Hamiltonian, for differentiating 
(7) with respect to E at E = 0 yields 
dS’ = - 
s 
dq.+,$ w(d& V’, .) dt = -V’ J co, (9) 
where we use the symplectic character of CJ+, t Thus S’ is the Hamiltonian func- . 
tion for - V’, and if A’ = d5;;’ then in our symplectic coordinates A’ = ecJQ’. 
Now if B = dh-1 dP, dh, then by (8), B = A’ + o(e). Since A = dg-1 dP, dg 
and 11 dg - dh )I = O(E), there exists a nonsingular M = I + O(E) with 
M-IBM = A, or 
M-l(e”o’ + O(C)) M = eJo(” 
Differentiating at E = 0 yields d/de jszO Q(C) = Q’. 1 
If we take the above case of S having nondegenerate extrema as “generic” 
then we have: 
THEOREM 3. In the generic case, X, has at least two stable periodic orbits 
on H;‘(E) for small E. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
It is instructive to apply our results to some of the examples from celestial 
mechanics considered in [6], which were treated using the averaging method on 
manifolds. This method may in fact be viewed as a first-order version of the 
present method, in the case where the function S has only nondegenerate 
singularities, i.e., is a Morse function. In the case of a Morse function one has 
the Morse inequalities to estimate the number of periodic orbits bifurcating; 
these in general guarantee more periodic orbits than Liusternik-Schnirelmann 
theory. 
As a first example we consider two bodies, S and J, of mass 1 - TV and p, 
respectively, which execute circular motion about their center of mass according 
to the laws of Newton. The restricted three-body problem involves the motion 
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of a third body in this system, which is of negligible mass and so does not effect 
the motion of the primaries S and J. If we express the Hamiltonian for this 
motion in coordinates which rotate about the center of mass so that S and ] 
appear stationary, we have 
fuP* !I) = 3 IP I2 - ,; 7 “s, - , q ” J, + 471P3 - q-P,)9 
where the motion takes place either in the plane or in three dimensions, the 
primaries moving in the (ql , qs)-pl ane. After an appropriate scaling of the 
parameters TV and w we may write (see [6]) 
Hl( P, Q) = fu Pa 4) + wJ3’4)~ 
where H,( p, q) = 4 / p I2 - l/j q 1 + w(ql p, - q2 p,) is the Hamiltonian of 
of the two-body problem in rotating coordinates. Now all orbits of H, on sur- 
faces of negative energy (excepting collision orbits) are periodic of one and the 
same period. These surfaces are not compact but may be compactified in such a 
way that the resulting flow becomes identified (see [6]) with geodesic flow on 
the standard sphere S” (n = 2 or 3), on the corresponding compact energy 
surface T,*S”, the unit cotangent bundle. Applying Theorem 2 we have then that, 
for small W, the restricted three-body problem has at least n = &(dim TtP + 1) 
periodic orbits. For n = 2 the restricted three-body problem has in this case 
two well-known periodic orbits, continuations of the direct and retrograde 
orbits of the rotating Kepler problem. For n = 3 we see that our results predict 
fewer orbits than the four provided by the averaging method under the generic 
hypothesis that S is a Morse function. 
As a second example, we consider a perturbation of the (stationary) Kepler 
problem with Hamiltonian H, , where the perturbing term is due to a small 
symmetric potential: 
K( P, 4) = 4 I P I2 - l/l 4 I + q!L 4. 
Such a Hamiltonian can model the motion of a satellite about a slightly oblate 
planet; here U = O(E) and U(q) = U(-q). Proceeding as in the previous 
example, one has two orbits bifurcating in the two-dimensional case and three 
in three dimensions, for small E. However, there is an additional symmetry 
present in this case; namely, the systems H are “reversible”, i.e., invariant under 
the involution (q, p, t) + (-q, p, t). 0 ne verifies (see [6]) that his involution 
goes over to a transformation on TfS” which has the effect of reversing the 
orientation of the great circles. Since S can be constructed to be invariant under 
this additional symmetry without added difficulty, it may be thought of as a 
function on unoriented great circles on 9, which may be identified with the 
Grassman manifold G2,n+l of unoriented 2-planes in RnQ. A lower bound 
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for the number of periodic orbits bifurcating in this problem is therefore given 
by Cat(Gs,n+l). The cohomology of Grassman manifolds is well known and one 
may find their cuplengths using Stiefel-Whitney classes. The results of this 
are that Cat(Ga,,) > 3 and Cat(G,,,) > 4. These give estimates for the number 
of periodic orbits bifurcating, namely, thee orbits in the planar case and four 
in the three-dimensional case, which are again weaker than the estimates 
provided by Morse Theory. If S is assumed to have only nondegenerate critical 
points then we are guaranteed (see [6]) six periodic orbits in the three-dimen- 
sional case. 
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